Commute Laptop Sleeve w/Memory Foam

EKF808S15
EKF808S13

Not just your average sleeve! The Commute provides extra protection for laptops up to 15” while carrying inside a bag or independently with its clever stow-away handles.

Elastic corner guards keep zippers away from your laptop and also maintain the most effective positioning for the Commute's advanced memory foam padding to absorb bumps and shocks. Soft felt interior lining will not scratch.

A front stash slot can accommodate a power adapter and small accessories, making the Commute a capable independent hand-carry shuttle. The handles cleverly stow away inside another bag when carrying.

* Advanced memory foam padding to guard against bumps
* Soft fine-felt inner lining will not scratch
* Front stash slot for documents or power adapter
* Design allows optional carrying handles to easily be stashed away
* Unique in-between handle cover to keep moisture/dust out
* Self-healing zippers

As with all Everki products, the Commute is backed by Everki’s Limited Lifetime Warranty and world-class customer service.